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Abstract 

The present study examined teachers’ reflections of their professional learning in response to 

using learning map models to unpack mathematics content standards. Journal entries were 

analyzed to identify and describe teachers’ perceptions of their mathematical knowledge in terms 

of content knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, and instructional practices. 

 

Keywords: professional development, mathematics knowledge for teaching, learning map 
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Effective mathematics teaching requires teachers to deeply understand the content they 

teach and to appreciate how students construct mathematical knowledge (National Council of 

Teachers of Mathematics [NCTM], 2014). To this end, NCTM’s mathematics teaching practices 

outlined under the teaching and learning principle describe how teachers must draw on their 

knowledge of content and pedagogy to provide effective instruction. However, many teachers 

need learning opportunities over and above their initial preparation to develop adequate 

mathematical knowledge and understanding of student learning (Conference Board of the 

Mathematical Sciences, 2012). The present study incorporated learning map models in a 

collaborative professional-development environment to explore the concepts and skills that 

contribute to robust understanding of the academic learning goals delineated in the Common 

Core State Standards for Mathematics (CCSSM).  

Professional Development 

The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and Boston Consulting Group (2014) found that 

teachers seek professional development that is focused on maximizing student learning, relevant 

in multiple contexts, interactive, continuous, and teacher driven. Furthermore, teachers want 

opportunities to actively discuss the content, instructional methods, and common problems they 

observe in student learning (Birman, Desimone, Porter, & Garet, 2000). Teachers benefit from 

professional opportunities to develop strong theoretical and empirical backgrounds in the content 

they teach (Brady & Moats, 1997). Such opportunities can influence two critical attributes of 

teachers: mathematics knowledge for teaching and beliefs about mathematics and learning 

(Arbaugh, 2010). Borko (2004) noted that teachers benefit from opportunities to (a) construct 

deep, rich, and flexible content knowledge; (b) understand how ideas develop into connected 

networks of knowledge within a domain; and (c) apply these two types of knowledge to plan and 
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implement effective instruction. Morris, Hiebert, and Spitzer (2009) found that unpacking 

learning goals led to increased specialized content knowledge (Ball, Thames, & Phelps, 2008), 

reflective practice, and improvements in teaching.  

In a recent study, Sztajn, Confrey, Wilson, and Edgington (2012) linked learning 

trajectories to four well-documented teaching models: mathematics knowledge for teaching (Ball 

et al., 2008); task analysis (Stein, Grover, & Henningsen, 2008); orchestrating productive 

discourse (Stein et al., 2008); and formative assessment (e.g., Heritage, 2008). Sztajn et al. 

(2012) reinterpreted the components of each model in terms of learning trajectory-based 

instruction, thereby promoting learning trajectories as a unifying structure for professional 

learning and instruction. Similarly, we propose that learning maps-based instruction that is 

focused on how students learn particular mathematics content can promote professional learning 

and influence teachers’ mathematical knowledge. 

Learning-Map Models 

Learning map models provide networked visualizations of connected learning targets, 

representing the many-to-many relationships among concepts and skills and containing 

landscapes of learning pathways that are not necessarily linear. Like learning progressions 

(Common Core Standards Writing Team, 2013) and learning trajectories (Clements & Sarama, 

2004; Confrey & Maloney, 2010), learning map models represent the research-based learning 

pathways students navigate as they construct new knowledge built on prior understandings. 

Learning map models offer the additional benefit of explicitly depicting prerequisite 

relationships between learning targets and delineating multiple pathways among learning targets. 

Thus these models offer appropriate alternative learning sequences for accessibility by different 

types of learners. While learning trajectories can provide educators information to improve their 
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mathematical knowledge for teaching (Sztajn et al., 2012), research is needed to understand how 

teachers can make sense of learning map models and use these tools for instructional purposes.  

Since 2011, researchers at a large Midwestern university have been developing a learning 

map model for mathematics. The learning map structure consists of nodes and connections; each 

node describes a concept or skill, and connections indicate prerequisite relationships among 

nodes. Nodes and connections were defined through consulting mathematics education and 

cognitive psychology literature, which yielded a learning map model containing 2,402 nodes and 

5,254 connections, suggesting a fine-grained view of mathematical learning. While the learning 

map model is a living structure, subject to refinement at any time, assessing the validity of the 

arrangement of the nodes and connections is included in the goals of the DLM Alternate 

Assessment Consortium (2010). That validation process includes quantitative studies using data 

collected from assessments that are designed to measure student achievement. The results of 

these analyses provide probabilities that estimate which nodes students have mastered.  

During initial phases of map development, DLM researchers invited teachers to review 

the learning map model to determine if the nodes and connections were consistent with their 

observations of student learning in their school settings. Teacher reviewers found the map to 

have potential as an instructional tool. This finding led to my involvement in two projects related 

to learning maps. The first one, completed in 2015, focused on preparing an online interface for 

teachers to interact with learning map information. The goal of the second, initiated in 2015, was 

to create research-informed instructional resources to accompany sections of the learning map 

structure. In these projects, we worked with teachers to create an interface that allows them to 

explore the learning map structure. These teachers told us that their work with the learning map 

structure deepened their appreciation of the connections among mathematics concepts and skills 
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needed to support student achievement. In the study reported here, we worked with teachers to 

examine the potential of the learning map model as a professional learning tool. 

Research Questions 

We propose that working with the learning map model can help educators deepen their 

mathematical knowledge, analyze standards and curriculum, and design productive instruction. 

In this study, we collaborated with four secondary mathematics teachers identify learning map 

models for each middle- and high-school academic standard articulated in the CCSSM. Our 

process included a review of each standard and the selection of nodes from the larger learning 

map structure.  For each standard, we developed smaller learning map models that contained 

nodes aligned directly to the particular standard, along with nodes that described important 

prerequisite or related skills that could productively inform instruction. While the outcome was a 

library of learning map models, these activities were driven by one overall research question 

with three components related to teacher professional learning. 

What effect does working with the learning map model to unpack standards have on 

teachers’ mathematics knowledge for teaching? Specifically: 

• How do teachers perceive their mathematics content knowledge after using the 

learning map model to unpack secondary-mathematics standards? 

• How do teachers perceive their pedagogical knowledge after using the learning map 

model to unpack secondary-mathematics standards? 

• How do teachers perceive their instructional practices after using the learning map 

model to unpack mathematics standards? 
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Answers to these research questions will provide an initial understanding of how learning map 

models can promote professional learning, insight into how teachers interact with information 

available in learning map models to deepen their knowledge of content and pedagogy, and 

descriptions of how professional development informed by a learning map model can influence 

instructional practice. 

Method 

The focus of this study was to develop a narrative description of how teachers’ 

perceptions of their knowledge of mathematical content and pedagogy were influenced as they 

worked with a learning map model to unpack secondary-mathematics learning standards. Four 

in-service, secondary mathematics teachers participated in six weeks of full-time, intensive study 

of the standards and learning map structure to identify nodes and connections needed for mastery 

of each standard. The group of four teachers met in-person, daily with two research assistants 

who were familiar with the standards and learning map structure and had recent teaching 

experience in secondary mathematics classrooms. All participants and research assistants used 

the same software to view and edit the learning map model for each academic standard. 

The four teachers we worked with had different teaching histories and levels of 

education. Teachers are identified here using pseudonyms to protect their privacy. Susan held a 

Master’s degree plus 30 credit hours and had 13 years of teaching experience in grades 6 and 8. 

She had taught grade-6 mathematics, algebra, geometry, and some trigonometry. Julie held a 

Bachelor’s degree and had eight years of teaching experience in grade 6 and high school. She 

had taught grade-6 mathematics, algebra, geometry, precalculus, and calculus. Nancy held a 

Master’s degree and had three years of teaching experience in grades 9 and 10. She had taught 
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prealgebra, algebra, geometry, and integrated mathematics. Beth held a Bachelor’s degree and 

had two years of teaching experience in high school. She had taught algebra and geometry. 

The work setting was designed to encourage a collaborative learning environment in 

which teachers freely shared their thinking about mathematics teaching while considering others’ 

thoughts. Teachers worked together in one room where each person interacted with the learning 

map structure in an online interface. Teachers were able to converse and view each other’s 

computer screen, which supported the goal of collaboration. One notable expectation was for 

work in the learning map structure to be done in pairs or by the whole group. Thus, each edit to 

the learning map structure or selection of nodes for particular content standards was considered 

and discussed by at least two people. This requirement led to rich discussions about the meaning 

of the mathematics at hand, as well as different pathways students might navigate in their 

learning. Some topics (e.g., functions) required iterative discussions by smaller teams followed 

by whole-group conversations before reaching consensus about which nodes and connections 

were most relevant to particular standards. 

The assignment for the group of teachers was to identify a section from the learning map 

structure that could productively inform instruction for each secondary-mathematics standard in 

the CCSSM. Teachers typically started by finding nodes that explicitly stated the same learning 

objectives as each standard. Then they negotiated in pairs or as a whole group to identify 

important prerequisites or related nodes that teachers should consider when planning instruction. 

Figure 1 shows an example map for a standard. 
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Figure 1. Sample learning map model of M.8.F.3: Interpret the equation y = mx + b as defining a 
linear function whose graph is a straight line; give examples of functions that are not linear. 
 
Data Sources 

Data were gathered in the form of written journals from the four participating secondary 

mathematics teachers. Participants were asked to write about how their daily work with learning 

map models prompted them to think about their mathematics knowledge, student learning, and 

instruction. The journal prompts listed below were shared with teachers to engage them in 

thinking about their professional learning.  

• What topics did you work on today? Please use grade levels and descriptions of the 

mathematics instead of standard numbers. 

M-1387
explain
linear

function

M-5002
analyze
linear

functions

M-1388
recognize
linear

function

M-1404
explain

slope-intercept
form

M-2690
recognize
function

M-5001
recognize the
properties of

functions
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• What was difficult to understand or different from your previous views about the topic? 

• What was straightforward or consistent with your previous views about the topic? 

• What connections were clear and obvious? 

• What connections were surprising? Why?  

• What ideas did you have today about teaching a particular topic? 

• What ideas did you have today about teaching a particular type of student? 

• What is your understanding of math after the map? 

During the professional-development period, I reviewed journal entries and provided 

individual feedback to each participant. I was interested in whether the journal prompt was clear 

and whether teachers wrote about the types of learning I anticipated. My feedback was intended 

to encourage professional learning without judgment or evaluation. I did not apply any coding 

during this period of time but returned to the journal entries several months later to code and 

consider the results. 

When I revisited the data to begin coding, I applied multiple first-cycle coding methods 

described by Saldaña (2016), including in-vivo, process, concept, affective, and values coding 

methods. In this first pass, I recognized that I may have prematurely categorized some excerpts. 

My codes read as broad themes I had gleaned from the data instead of specific annotations, 

which led me to conduct a second read of the data. I wanted to guard against inserting my own 

interpretations too early in the process. During the second coding pass, I used much more 

specific codes within the same methods listed previously. I found that the codes I used in this 

second pass collapsed into categories that were somewhat similar to the themes I had detected in 

the first pass. In the results section, I will begin with the details gleaned from the second coding 
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pass and then present a theory that appeared as I considered how the codes collapsed into 

categories and themes. 

Results 

In this section, I first discuss eight categories of codes applied to the data. Then I describe 

how these categories may be related in supporting the hypothesis that the learning map structure 

can productively inform aspects of teachers’ professional knowledge. The eight categories are 

teaching, language, mathematics content knowledge, school mathematics, mathematics topics, 

mathematics knowledge for teaching, learning map structure, and value of the experience. The 

theoretical model I propose includes six of these eight categories, with the learning map structure 

as a central component that informs the other categories or aspects of teachers’ professional 

knowledge. 

Categories 

 Teaching. The code teaching was used for passages in which teachers reflected on the 

teaching of specific content in light of the conversations they had with each other while they 

examined particular sections of the learning map structure. In several comments teachers 

indicated that they thought they would use what they studied in this professional-development 

experience when teaching in the future. These comments focused on alternative instructional 

approaches, considerations of students’ prior knowledge or deficits, sequencing topics in 

instruction, and helping students to make connections among mathematics concepts and skills. 

More broadly, I noticed two themes emerge in comments coded with the term teaching. One 

theme observed for all four teachers was that they became aware of alternative ways to teach 

particular topics to increase the effectiveness of their instruction—that is, to improve student 

understanding of the topic at hand. These comments indicated a heightened appreciation for 
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thinking about instruction in terms of student learning rather than teacher actions. The excerpts 

below are examples of teachers’ discussions of alternative teaching approaches focused on 

student learning. Susan wrote, “So, I really stopped and thought about the order in which I teach 

these concepts [re: integers, positive, negative].” Nancy noted, “Maybe there are multiple right 

ways of teaching a concept, or there are multiple pathways of knowledge.” Beth observed,  

We had the discussion that the teacher can teach it [transformations of functions] with 

reflections or as just dilations…. This kind of discussion gave me huge insight because 

some students WANT or NEED to have the teacher point out that the negative is 

reflecting over the x-axis. I never really thought about it because I was teaching the 

understanding behind the negative but never really telling them the obvious.  

Beth continued,  

I am learning so much about how to give a different example while following the same 

path. If my student did not understand my original conceptual path, my thought would 

instantly go to procedural and then go back through the conceptual, but I am learning 

how to give an example of my conceptual path instead of resorting to the procedural 

understanding…. I am to the point that I can’t teach a lesson without thinking about every 

aspect of the lesson and the students’ knowledge.  

A second theme observed strongly for one teacher was her consistent interest in adjusting 

her instruction so that her students would be better prepared for future courses. I annotated these 

remarks using the term service because this teacher focused mostly on doing everything she 

could to teach effectively while laying the foundation for what her students would see in 

subsequent courses. The excerpt below illustrates how Susan focused on the future implications 

of her instructional choices: 
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[My work withw the map] gives me a better idea of what to do in the classroom to teach 

my lessons in such a way that they will connect to lessons in the future…. I want to think 

about how to work with equations in such a way that will help to connect to the functions 

in 8th grade….The benefit of being aware of the connections and working to weave those 

connections into my teaching should really help students.  

Language. The code language was used for passages in which teachers described the 

difficulties and implications of language used in mathematics. Part of the work assigned to 

teachers involved refining the language used in the learning map nodes to describe specific 

concepts, skills, and abilities. This task drew teachers’ attention to the necessity of precision 

when defining mathematical entities at the fine-grain size used in the learning map structure. In 

addition to pointing out how difficult it is to create accurate, concise descriptions, teachers 

reflected on their use of mathematical language. They noted that their own use of language 

highlighted their mathematical understandings and misconceptions and that their use of different 

language during instruction could either promote or interfere with students’ developing 

mathematical understandings. 

 Teachers acknowledged that describing mathematical entities and relationships is 

difficult, yet they appreciated the importance of creating language in the map that was accurate 

and would be understood by teachers. Susan noted, “Trying not to use too many words or 

technical terms yet be precise enough in the description was the challenge.” Nancy wondered,  

How do we load a node to contain the information that a high school teacher would need, 

but also account for what a 6th grade teacher needs? For example, we are looking at a 

node that says “explain variable.” At a very basic level we are explaining it as an 

unknown…you could also explain that a variable could represent an entire expression. 
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Nancy continued, 

We struggled with wording node descriptions so that they were accurate and not too 

dumbed down but were also easily understandable…. It just made me think about how 

hard it is to define mathematical entities.  

Teachers recognized that their own use of language provided evidence of their 

mathematical knowledge and misconceptions. Nancy reported, 

I feel like I have been teaching, and understanding, that symmetric [distribution] was 

only a normal curve. I understood that a uniform distribution is visually symmetric, but I 

had thought that it was considered a different classification of data distribution.... I think I 

let myself get confused about the word “rate” and when we use it…linear functions have 

a constant rate of change. In exponential functions there is a constant rate of 

multiplication…the common ratio, not the rate. I’m going to be very conscious of this 

when I teach next year. 

The last excerpt pointed to how a teacher’s language can both indicate her own 

understanding and influence what her students learn. The excerpts below discuss additional 

instructional implications of language used to describe mathematics. Nancy continued,  

I realized that I’m not very accurate when I teach line of best fit. I don’t tell the students 

that we are approximating the line of best fit. I usually just say “draw the line of best fit” 

and then tell a student that they are right if I think it’s close enough, when really they 

haven’t drawn the line of best fit at all…. As I work through the map I am still realizing 

that I need to get better at how I phrase things in my teaching.  

Beth added,  
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When I taught students to “draw a line of best fit,” not explaining to them that I wanted 

them to “approximate” the line of best fit…does not make them realize the accuracy level 

that I am looking for. This could explain why I got some students who wouldn’t draw an 

“incorrect” line, but it wouldn’t be as close as mine or another student’s. 

Nancy wrote,  

I feel like I have developed skills that help me communicate my knowledge of 

mathematics teaching. Having to defend my thoughts to skilled teachers and teachers 

who think differently than I do has really helped me understand my own beliefs. 

 Mathematics content knowledge. Different codes were used to annotate teachers’ 

reflections about their own mathematical knowledge. Teachers seldom used direct language to 

describe changes in their content knowledge, challenging my expectation that their experiences 

with the learning map structure would serve to deepen their content knowledge. However, 

teachers frequently noted relationships between concepts and skills, which will be reported in 

other sections. I wonder to what degree teachers’ heightened appreciated of connections among 

mathematical ideas did in fact improve their content knowledge, even though they didn’t state 

such. The excerpts that follow provide a few examples of teachers discussing their own 

mathematics knowledge. From Susan: 

I don’t feel that my view of the concepts are changing [sic], but I am definitely thinking 

about the movement through the standards.  

Beth observed, “I am learning during this position that even I am having a few small 

misconceptions.” When tasked to work on a topic she had not thought about in a while, Julie 

wrote, “I realized I still have a wealth of knowledge about graphing trigonometric functions. I 

have no idea what a midline is.” Beth noted,  
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I found out that my understanding of trigonometry is constantly being challenged. I am 

discovering that I was taught very procedural and need to be taking a step back to decide 

why all of the trig works…. I feel like I am greatly benefitting from this type of 

challenge.  

School mathematics. Three codes were used to indicate passages in which teachers 

discussed their knowledge of school mathematics: standards, progressions, and vertical 

alignment. The code for standards was used when a teacher described the language used in a 

standard, her understanding of a particular standard, how the map structure represented a 

particular standard, or relationships among different standards. The code for progressions was 

used when teachers described their awareness of progressions in learning as well as the benefit of 

checking for prior knowledge and relating new information to what students already know. There 

is evidence working with the learning map structure led these teachers to gain understanding of 

important prerequisites for a variety of concepts and skills. The code for vertical alignment, 

although arguably similar to the code for progressions, was used when teachers discussed the 

relationships between mathematics taught at different grade levels, particularly when their 

attention focused on helping students develop a foundation for future learning. 

 Below are excerpts where the code for standards was used. Note that each excerpt reveals 

how teachers noticed something new about one or more standards. In some cases, the comments 

even suggest that the standards may have flaws or gaps. Susan, a career sixth-grade teacher, 

observed, “I was shocked to see that mean absolute deviation is supposed to be taught in 6th 

grade.” She continued,  

This makes me think about the ordering of the standards. There is so much overlap and 

concurrency in the standards that a lesson can, and should, cover so many different 
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standards at once…. I like the map view because it provides a context to the concepts and 

standards.  

Julie noted,  

Good discussions were had about proving the Pythagorean theorem and wondering why 

the converse was necessary as a path to finding distance. Also, there was a discussion of 

algebraic proof vs. using an area model…. In 8th grade, students are to prove the 

theorem…with an area model. In high school, students are expected to use similarity and 

a more algebraic process…. I don’t think it’s okay to limit a student to one kind of proof.  

Julie continued,  

Integers again came up in conversations also; they seem to be missing and just mentioned 

sporadically within the rational number domains. While I know integers are rational 

numbers…. [Why] is there not an integer domain?  

Following are excerpts where the code for progressions was used. Teachers recognize the 

importance of students learning mathematics in meaningful sequences so that their new 

knowledge can build on prior understandings. Susan wrote,  

From my work with the learning map I have really started to think about the prerequisite 

skills for students to master the concepts I want/need to teach. I think this will be a huge 

takeaway from this summer as I think about the missing nodes creating the learning gaps. 

I guess that is what I feel the learning map is doing: allowing me to dig into a topic by 

looking at and thinking about the progression of information toward a standard or 

concept.  

Julie noted,  
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After struggling with two linear functions standards in 8th grade because they were tied 

into the bigger map of the high school functions…we need to work on [high school 

functions] to have an idea of where the 8th grade standards need to lead.  

Beth wrote,  

I feel as though along with enhancing my abilities to understand where students are 

coming from and where they are going, I am also learning from my colleagues about 

different approaches to topics every time we work on a new standard. 

One teacher demonstrated interest in looking ahead so that she could adjust her lessons to 

help her students learn grade-level content in a way that productively scaffolds their future 

learning. A total of eleven passages from this teacher were coded with vertical alignment. A few 

excerpts are included below. From Susan: 

I am also trying to think about how the high school topics we are exploring will be 

applied and connected to my 6th grade classroom....Vertical mapping gives me a better 

idea of what to do in the classroom to teach my lessons in such a way that they will 

connect to the lessons in the future.... I see how the early work with expressions that are 

being created in 6th grade will lead into the equations and functions.... I feel like a broken 

record about the need for vertical alignment, but that is really what is striking me the 

most from our in-depth work in the learning map. I truly think this alignment will be 

what sticks with me the most next year as I am teaching. 

Mathematics topics. Several codes were used to label the specific mathematics topics 

teachers discussed in their writings. Whereas some of the topics are identified in the quotes 

provided in this results section, not every mathematics topic discussed in the journals is 
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represented in the quotes. The list below includes all the mathematics content codes for which at 

least one journal entry focused on the topic listed.  

 

center (data) 
constraints 

distributions 
equations 
factoring 
formulas 
functions 
geometry 

growth/decay 

inequalities 
integers 

intercepts 
mean 

number line 
operations 
parabola 

probability 
proof 

rate 
regression 
scatter plot 

series 
skew 
slope 

solutions 
statistics 
symbols 

systems of 
equations 

transformations 
triangles 

trigonometry 
unit conversions 

variable 

 

This list illustrates the breadth of the content considered by our participating teachers 

during this professional-development experience. It is important to acknowledge that these topics 

are likely those that prompted the most discussion, whereas teachers did not typically write about 

topics on which they agreed on features of the learning map model and instructional 

considerations. 

Mathematics knowledge for teaching. In this section, I report on teachers’ writings 

about connections among mathematics concepts and skills that foster understanding. I include a 

discussion of how to improve teaching effectiveness by considering connections among concepts 

and skills when diagnosing misconceptions, identifying alternative approaches, and 

differentiating instruction. The comments included here show how teachers appreciated the 

learning map details to inform their thinking about teaching specific topics and provide them 

with options for meeting the needs of students with particular learning needs or gaps. The 

excerpts are organized into four groups in terms of teachers’ comments about connections among 

mathematics concepts, diagnosing student difficulties, alternative learning pathways, and 

differentiating instruction. 
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Connections are critical to building mathematical understanding, but they “are frequently 

overlooked in curriculum planning and assessment” (Boaler, 2002, p. 14). Students rely on 

connections to develop increasingly sophisticated ideas and to solve unfamiliar problems, both of 

which are valued practices and goals of instructional programs. When students fail to connect 

their mathematical understandings, they can develop misconceptions (Glaser, 1985). Thus, 

teachers should acknowledge connections among mathematics topics and incorporate them into 

their lessons. In the excerpts below, teachers discuss connections they observed among 

mathematics topics and noted how they can address missing connections, or gaps, to support 

student learning. Susan wrote,  

I am shocked at how interconnected all of the concepts are in functions…. I wasn’t 

surprised with any of the connections, but some of them seem very complicated…. I want 

to know how to help students see these connections.  

Beth reflected,  

I am learning about different approaches to topics…The topic that has stood out to me the 

most is recognizing different types of functions. We teach each individual one 

[sequentially] with transformations and understanding, whereas they teach them to 

recognize all of the different kinds of functions and basic properties first and then they 

move on to individualize them. I want to try this approach because I feel like the students 

will have connections of where we will be going from the very beginning and may be 

able to make the connections more fluidly.  

Teacher B noted,  

About half of the students do come with a good background in graphing linear equations, 

and a basic introduction to inequalities, but after assessing last year…they can do the 
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procedures, but lack abilities in actually describing relationships or understanding 

representations of graphs…. They can all graph, but very few know the initial value from 

the context, graph or equation.  

Susan wrote, “I often speak of the learning gaps students have. Now I feel I have a better tool 

[i.e., the learning map structure] to help identify with the goal of filling in those gaps.” 

Teachers commonly face the problem of students struggling to learn and need help 

diagnosing the reasons behind these struggles. In the excerpts below, teachers identify the 

learning map structure as a tool they could use to help them identify the sources of student 

difficulties. Susan noted, “I face challenges in the classroom trying to teach a concept to 

struggling students…. I wonder how the map can be used to help teachers…. Maybe the 

prerequisite skills can be used to help identify where students are struggling.” Nancy wrote,  

I wonder how we could use this map to help identify students and what course they are 

ready for in high school…. If we could prove that a student didn’t have enough 

prerequisite skills to be in a course then we could create an argument for a student being 

moved from that course.  

Teachers often develop favorite ways of teaching particular content and benefit from 

opportunities to consider alternative approaches. In the excerpts that follow, teachers 

acknowledge alternative learning pathways and describe specific cases in which their 

perspectives were influenced by this professional learning experience. Nancy wrote, “Maybe 

there are multiple right ways of teaching a concept, or there are multiple pathways of 

knowledge.” Susan reflected,  

Thinking about conversions between measurement units in the sense of ratio and 

proportional reasoning was difficult. I am so used to working with conversions by a 
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simple multiplicative or division relationship. However, I understand the idea behind 

using the ratios in conversion.  

Susan continued,  

I have always thought about negative as a reflection over the x-axis, but [another teacher] 

has students think about the dilation in terms of how the “slope” changes. I thought that 

was an interesting perspective and quite different from simply teaching students about the 

reflection issue…. I definitely can use this as another technique to working with students.  

Differentiated instruction is a strategy for attending to students’ different learning needs 

and preferences. The demand to differentiate can be daunting for a teacher with a diverse class, 

yet teachers recognize the importance of meeting students’ needs and strive to help them meet 

their learning goals. In the excerpts that follow, teachers describe the influence of this 

professional-development experience on their views about differentiation and name the map as a 

useful tool for differentiating instruction. Julie wrote, “I don’t believe that you can teach the 

concept the same way to every student.” Susan observed, “The map can be used to take students 

back to nodes/concepts where they have gaps that are preventing them from learning new 

material…” and added, “Teachers can use the map to look forward or back depending on the 

needs of their students.” Nancy noted, “This [map] could really help an instructor differentiate 

their teaching.” 

Learning map structure. Recall the purpose of these teachers’ collaboration was to 

identify learning map nodes for each secondary-mathematics standard included in the CCSSM. 

Teachers thus mentioned the learning map structure in many of their comments, noting how it 

showed promise as an instructional tool by informing their thinking about mathematics and 

student learning. Several previous excerpts referred to the map as a tool for particular teaching 
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tasks and considerations. The excerpts that follow discuss more generally the potential of the 

map as an instructional tool. From Beth: “This map is allowing me to have a fresh look at what it 

means to teach students understanding…. The map will help teachers address misconceptions in 

their lessons…. My hope is this will be extremely helpful for all teacher.s” Susan wrote,  

I want to make the map as user friendly as possible, which at times makes me want to 

decrease the pathways and connections. However, to preserve the art of teaching and 

teacher’s choice, I feel more pathways and connections are needed.  

Susan continued,  

This is a plus I see coming from the map. Teachers will be able to look at the connections 

that are behind the current standard in the map. I have a mental roadmap for the future of 

equations and functions that my students will be traveling. I really think this helps me 

visit the topics I currently teach.  

Value of the experience. When we invited these teachers into our work with the learning 

map structure, we were confident that their insights would strengthen the potential usability of 

the learning map. We also thought that the work would be beneficial for the teachers. However, I 

quickly observed how vastly I had underestimated the power of the professional dialogue and 

learning that would take place every day. The nature of the conversations with our teachers 

around the mathematics standards, the learning map structure, and prior instructional experiences 

was tremendous! Teachers rather quickly opened up their minds and shared their thinking, 

demonstrating that they also appreciated the collaboration and the opportunity to learn from each 

other while doing this work. The excerpts below reveal how much these teachers valued the 

experiences they had together. Nancy reflected,  
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I have developed more of an open mindedness and I can listen to others’ views about 

teaching math without automatically thinking that I am right about it. Not that I always 

thought I was right before, but now I really recognize another’s valid arguments.  

Julie noted, “I’ve found it easier to have more opinions than just two or three, because someone 

else might have a different idea that works well while those focused in on the standard could 

have hit a wall.” Susan wrote,  

I feel that the task we are working on right now is a type of vertical mapping. It’s an 

activity that I feel has great value, and something I feel I will take back to my department 

and encourage a similar type of thought process. I think it will help to make my 

department stronger both instructionally from a teacher’s viewpoint but also curricularly 

for students.  

Coordinating the Categories 

Teachers discussed the learning map structure as a productive tool for informing or 

enriching their mathematics content knowledge, the language they use to describe mathematics, 

their knowledge of school mathematics, and their mathematics knowledge for teaching, all of 

which inform their teaching practice. Figure 2 shows these relationships. 
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Figure 2. Theoretical relationships among the learning map structure and aspects of teaching. 

In this study we identified six categories of teacher commentary within the coded data. 

While the learning map structure category is unique to our work, the other categories listed 

above and shown in Figure 2 resemble the categories and domains of mathematical knowledge 

for teaching described by Ball et al. (2008) and Shulman (1986). A preliminary analysis reveals 

the relationships shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Relationships Among Three Frameworks of Mathematics Knowledge for Teaching  

Broaddus, 2016 Ball, Thames, and Phelps, 2008 Shulman, 1986 

Mathematics content knowledge 
Common content knowledge Subject matter 

knowledge Language used to describe 
mathematics Specialized content knowledge 

	
	

Learning 
map 

structure 

Mathematics 
knowledge 
for teaching 

Knowledge 
of school 

mathematics 

Language 
used to 
describe 

mathematics 

Mathematics 
content 

knowledge 

Teaching 
practice 
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Knowledge of school 
mathematics 

Horizon content knowledge 
Knowledge of content and the 
curriculum Curricular knowledge 

Mathematics knowledge for 
teaching 

Knowledge of content and 
students Pedagogical 

knowledge Knowledge of content and 
teaching 

 

Mathematics content knowledge, common content knowledge, and subject matter 

knowledge are three terms that describe a teacher’s knowledge of mathematics itself. Teachers in 

the present study repeatedly discussed the importance of refining their use of language to 

describe mathematics, both to confirm the clarity of their own knowledge and to ensure their 

students develop a clear understanding of mathematics topics. Language used to describe 

mathematics certainly relates to common content knowledge, but it also could be an aspect of 

specialized content knowledge that is particularly useful for teaching.  

Knowledge of school mathematics in the present study was used as a label for teachers’ 

discussions of standards, progressions, and vertical alignment, which are aspects of knowledge 

consistent with the definitions of horizon content knowledge (Ball et al., 2008) and curricular 

knowledge (Shulman, 1986), but this category may also include connections to knowledge of 

content and curriculum (Ball et al., 2008). In this particular study, teachers commented a few 

times on how their curriculum influenced their thinking and teaching; in a few other cases, they 

noted that they appreciated learning about different approaches. These comments seemed to be 

more associated with the collaboration of our professional development than a result of using the 

learning map structure. Furthermore, one of the guiding principles of the learning map structure 

is the hope that it can remain curriculum agnostic; that is, we intend for the map to generally 

represent mathematical learning pathways rather than align to any one curriculum better than 

another.  
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Mathematics knowledge for teaching in the present study was used as a label for 

teachers’ discussions of connections among mathematics concepts, diagnosing student 

difficulties, alternative learning pathways, and differentiating instruction, which have 

straightforward links to the two categories identified by Ball et al. (2008)—knowledge of content 

and students and knowledge of content and teaching—and with pedagogical knowledge 

(Shulman, 1986). Participating teachers’ journal entries alluded to particular teaching activities 

in terms of their influences on student learning, which falls into this study’s label, mathematics 

knowledge for teaching, but these entries were not evaluated in terms of the different categories 

defined by Ball et al. (2008) and Shulman (1986). 

Teachers in the present study focused on the types of knowledge researchers have 

identified as critical for mathematics teaching. We therefore propose that professional-

development opportunities using the learning map structure can productively increase teachers’ 

attention on the aspects of their knowledge that improve their teaching practice. 

Conclusions 

In this study, we collaborated with secondary mathematics teachers to identify learning 

map sections for secondary-mathematics standards. Teachers quickly learned to use the learning 

map structure as a tool for unpacking standards and readily shared their thoughts about 

mathematics and student learning. Their investment in both the project’s goals and their 

professional learning was apparent in their writing. Teacher journals provided evidence that 

working collaboratively with the learning map model prompted them to consider their 

mathematical understandings, think about student learning, and adjust their perspectives about 

teaching and working with students.  
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Results from this study provided initial insights into how learning map models can be 

used within professional development to draw teachers’ attention to aspects of their content 

knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, and instructional practices. We are encouraged by the 

positive feedback we received from our participating teachers, indicating that they valued the 

opportunity they had to explore the learning map structure and interact with other professionals 

invested in how students learn mathematics.  

Additional research opportunities include observing and visiting with teachers after they 

interact with learning map models to learn whether and how they may have modified their 

teaching in response to their experience with the learning map structure. Continued analysis of 

our existing qualitative data should focus on the relationships between our results and models of 

content and pedagogical knowledge proposed by other researchers. More studies should 

investigate the use of the learning map structure in larger-scale professional development 

opportunities. Ongoing work in our center will explore options for providing more teachers 

access to the learning map structure and collecting their feedback in more quantitative forms, 

such as surveys, in addition to descriptive or narrative feedback.  
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